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CHAPTER III 

HEAT FLOW PROCESS IN THE POSITIVE COL Ul\IIN OF A GLOW DISCHARGE 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been a 1 arge amount of theoretical work 

regarding the kinetic properties of partially and fully 

ionised gases and from these generalised theories it has 

been possible to deduce expressions for the thermal con

ductivity of an ionised gas. The direct experimental 

determination of thermal conductivity of ionised gas 

has been little reported so far. The standard method of 

determining the thermal conductivity of a gas is not 

applicable in case of an ionised gas as the presence of 

central conducting wire perturbs the state of plasma and 

vitiates the results to a large extent • 

An elegent experiment has however been done by 

Goldstein and Sekiguchi ( 1958) 'in which a microwave 

technique has been utilised to determine the thermal 

conductivity of a decaying glow discharge where the 

plasma constituents were also in thermal equilibrium. 

A detailed experimental investigation for determining 

the different process of heat flow in the positive 

column of a low pressure mercury arc has been recently 

performed by Ghosal et a1 (1979); it has been observed 

that the major part of the heat 1oss is due to diffusion 
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and the loss due to conduction by electrons, ions and 

neutral parti.cl es is comparatively small. To see whether 

similar process of heat flow is maintained when we cross 

o~er from arc to glow transitions ·it wUl be of inte-

rest to find the contribution of electrons to total 

heat conductivity of a low pressure glow discharge. 

To study the ·mechanism of heat loss in a plasma 

it is assumed that Elenbaas-He~ler heat balance equa

tion {Elenbaas, 1951) holds good with inclusion of a 

radiation terms. Hence analysing the experimental results 

the dominant process reponsible for heat flow can be 

identified. In the following section an indirect method 

of measuring the thermal conductivity of~r an ionised 

gas is presented and from the analysis of the resUlts 

it is expected to find the process responsible for the 

propagation of heat in a plasma. 

Theorl of Measurement 

In case of a partially ionised gas, it can readily be 

shown that the d.c. conductivity is given by 

(j = ""ne2... 

rm <=De. 
where 'n' is the electron density, 'm.' is the mass 

of the electron and J;;__ is the collision frequency 

>-- of the electrons with neutra~ atoms and molecules, as 

~ =L9-r /?le where \.9-"'Y" is the random velocity and , 
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'f.e is the mean free path of the electrons 

(:3.1) 

Further for a partially ionised gas it can be shown 

that if !<.e. is the thermal conductivity of the 

ionised gas taking the contribution of electrons 

-r only 
I 

(:3.2) 

where is the random velocity and the 

mean. free path of the electron in the gas, K is the 

Bol tzmanri constant. Hence from eqn. ( :3. 1 ) and {:3.2) 

we get 

I< e. 'Ill l9-r 'L k 
.J( e:z_ 

<J 2-
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a relation identical with Weidamann and Franz law which 

is known to be valid in case of metals. The principle 

of determination of K~ thus consists in measuring 

G and then its value can be evaluated from (3.3). 

Experimental Arrangement:- (The same has been given inCh. II). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The method that has been adopted here for the measure

ment of d.c. conductivity 'of the plasma is the stan

dard method of measurement used in magnetohydrodynamics 

of plotting the current against the applied voltage. 

It is observed in all cases that except for a small 

region of applied voltage the curve is a straight 

line indicating the validity of Ohm's Law. The expe-

riments have been carried out in air, hyqrogen, oxygen 

and nitrogen for discharge current varying from 2 mA 

to 8 mA in case of air and from 2 mA to 6 mA in case 

of other gases. The measured value of the d.c. conduc

tivity is shown in the fourth column in Table {3.1). 

Measurement of electron temperature in case of mole

cular gases such as air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen 

has been carried ottt in this la.boratory by a number of 

standard diagonistic methods such as radiofrequency 

probe method {Sen and Ghosh, 1966), single probe method 

{Sadhya, et al, 1979) and spectroscopic method {S~dhya 

& Sen, 1980a, 1980b). The values of electron temperature 
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Table ( 3.1) 

, 
Discharge, Specific Conductivity cr ke. 
current 

in mA 

---
2 

4 

6 

8 

Current 

in mA 

t • 

' Cal .. cm- 1 sec-1 , ResJ.stance ' mhos/em , f ohm/em -1 
OK 

- ,_--- -. --- ---- --- -----
0.971 X 106 1.029 X 10-6 1.0603 X 10-4 

0.693 X 106 1.443 X 1o-6 1 .4869 X 10-4 

0.647 X 106 1 .545 1 -6 X 0 ... ·1.5921 X 1o- 4 

0.597 X 1o6 1.675 X 10-6 1.7260 X. 10-4 

- 5 4 -5 -1 -1 0 -1 Kn- • x 10 cal. em sec K where is the 

thermal conductivity of air. 

' 'fohm-cm 
' 

Table { 3.2) 

Nitrogen P = 0.3 torr, T =1548°K e 

------·-
'<J mho/ em 

: ke , 
' C aJ. • em - 1 s e c - 1 ' Kn · 

1 ' c -1 d eg •- o al • em 
C deg1 oc 

--·----- ------ ----- --- ---- --- ----
2 0.81 37x1 0 +~6 1.229x1o-6 5.0656x1o-5 

4 0. 5577x1 0 +(DG 1.7931x1o-6 7.3908x1o-5 5.6x1o-5 

6 o. 4382x1 o +e6 :;.2821x1o-6 9 .4o64:x1o-5 
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Table <:3. 3) 

Oxygen P = 0.3 torr, T = 1560 °K_ e 
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-- -.---- -·-- ..... -- -.------------
-Current ' 
in mA 

. I 

ohms-em 

' . 
<(' 

mho/em 

.1. 

. . 

;. Ke ' Kn 

' Cal.. cm-1 ~ec- 1 ' -1 v , Cal.cm 
deg.-1 °C- sec- 1 

' deg. - 1 

oc 
7 . ----------------------------------

2 

4 

6. 

0.8137 X 10+6 

0.5726 X 10+ 6 

· 0.5663 X 10+6 

. 6 
1 .229 X 10- 4.9086 X 10-4 

1.7464 X 10-6 6.9750 X 10-4 

1.7658 X 1n-6 7.0526 X 10-4 

·Table (3.4) 

- Hydrogen P = 0.3 torr, Te = 1000 °K · 

----r-7----~---~----~~-~---~-----
Current' · · 1 . , ohm/em ·' mho/em ' K.cal.cm-:-- ' K 
i A ' 1 ' n 1 

n m ' sec-1 deg-1 ; CaJ. • em- , 
a0 -1~ deg- 1 . 
C!l sec 

oc 
---------------------~-------·-----

2 0.8924 X 
+6 10 1.1206x1o-6 2.983 X 1o-5 

4 0.4674 X 10+ 6 2.1395x1o-6 5.6968. X 1o-5 39.6x1o-5 

6 0.3926 X 10+ 6 2.5741 X 1o-6 2.7821 X 1o-5 

~ - - - - - .- - - - - - - ---- ------- -----
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for air, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen have been obtained 

from these measurements for the particular value of (E/P) 

after taking into account cathode and anode fall. Further 

in a recent communication it has been shown by Sen and 

Ghosh (1984) that electron temperature practically remains 

constant for a wide range of discharge current. The re

sults are quite consistent with the value given by 

von Engel (1964). 

The results for nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen 

have been entered in Table (3.2) ,( 3· 3 )_,(.3·Lj). 

In case of an ionised gas if we make the general 

assumption that heat is conducted by electrons, ions, 

neutral atoms and molecules then leaving aside the cont-

ribution made by neutral atoms and molecules we note 

that if l<e_ and KL' are the contribution of 

electrons and ions then 

ke. ~ e L9-re. ~e 1</2 

kl 'YLc lJ.Yi ~L' I< I 2-

so that 

Ke 'l1e l9,e ~f?_ 

- ~t Y) ~.-' L9-'Y'l-' 

Ki 
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assuming 

1.9--re )\e_ 

Since 

t9"Yl' f\i 
I 0e. and - e.. e_ a.. 

where rJe TI-e_ 

and 11i are the electron ·and .ion density and Qe(A_ 
and 0._i()_ are the respective collision cross sections 

and as "ne.. = YJC: and collision cross sections 

are of the same order of magnitude it can be assumed 

that ~e ·= ~L· or in te.rms of electron and ion 

temperatures 

ke. ~J Te 'YY?i 

kl 7-; "lYYe.. 

Hence >> I 

and hence the contribution of electrons will be much 

greater than that of ions and the ionic contribution 

to heat conductivity can be neglected. Since the gas 

is partially ionised degree of ionization is low and 

density of neutral molecules will be large compared to 

electron and ion density.Hence neutral molecules cont

ribute to heat conductivity.The ions due to their low 

density will contribute much less than that by neutrals, 

but electrons due to their high temperature will make 
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significant con tri but ion. Thus in general it can be 

concluded that in a partially ionised plasma the loss 

of heat by conduction can be attributed to electrons 

and neutral atoms only. It is however, well known that 

radial charge particle distribution in a gaseous dis

charge is not uniform which causes the phenomenon of 

ambipola.r diffusion. Hence heat can be lost from the 

plasma by the process of diffusion as well. 

Now considering one dimensional ( Z) case and 

assuming that _charged partiCles are undergoing ambipo

lar diffusion in the Z-direction of the plasma the 

steady state perturbed distribution function !e., may 

be given by the relation 

where 

(j-feo (z) LO~, LOh l_Q2) + 
?J-z: 

and S:e... are the equilibrium dist-

ribliltion function and electro.n atom collision frequency 

respectively and Ez is the field produced in the radial 

direction due to diffusion of charged particles. For the 

present case, equilibrium distribution function (Maxwe-

llian) is given by 

j (z, {j~ l9y L9;z) 
eo 2 I< Te_ 



Assuming Bessalian radial diRtribution in a glow dis

charge after Schottky model 

The field Ez which arrests the tendency of having 

unequal diffusion speeds for electrons and ions can 

be obtained as 

/ ~e -7JL· 
<{:I (z) ;tfe +)1-t· 
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assu'lling ('he_= n) and ;tlt'. 
· are the diffusion coefficients and mobilities of 

electrons and ions respectively. 

· · The total. distribution function. ( = I + _/ :fe 7eo Je 1 

for e1ect~.ons undergoing diffusion may thus be obtained 
--- --·-

from eqns ... ·_ 
+oO 

He= jj j 'no ( 1 7ne_ t92) lJr :£ d !9x cJ_ ~;if d W-z 

-oO 

f dLP-tei~d~~ 
Jeo 

-J c/ (9 v' d fJ-,&~ d lQ-_2 
me_ {j- 1 ) 'lJ- z Je 1 Ol ~-- V L. 
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which is obtained as 

J-le 5 "no ¢{:c) k 2. 
Te. 

rJ_re_ 
- ---- 2 rrne cS?ne.. dr 

+-~ 5 'llv !<'- -re_2. d¢(2) 
j - d?: 2 me.. ~e 

5 
:De -:Dt.· d cp(_z) 

+ 'YJ 0 I< Te:. /'£e_ /le 7Uc' .2- d2-
or 

/-le_ ke 
dTe 5 d cp (2.J K Tt 

- De- ?1o e 
d-2 2 d2 

+2. JJe - DL' d¢(z) 
.)< rno I< Te_ /L e_ 

L ~-e +/A-~_- d2-

where 

/{e_ = 5 

If we assume that cp (2) .= I i.e. there is no varia-

)-· tion of radial electron density or the plasma is radily 
/' 

uniform 

5 
--..,.. 

2 
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~e 

1._9,., 

and - - 1.9-"f" where n = no~ /'I.e.- where is 

the random velocity and /\e... the mean free path of 

the electron and as 

I 2- 3 !e. Ul'Y' -· k 
<----- '?YJ 2. z. 

I< /1· 2 
3·4 

7) l9 -yo ~e_ 
Ke_ 

which differs from the value of eqn.( 3·4 ) 
-only in a numerical factor and hence k~ can be 

identified as the electronic thermal conductivity 

Further 

5 d cp (?) ?1 o K Te + 5 rn o· I< Te_/A e. 
De. L --2 olr- ne- DL. cJ ¢(2-) 

;1A .e -1-JUl . dz-· 

-~ 13"-- /AR_ 
De- Dt· ] d ¢Cz) 

5 ·rn o I< Te -- )Ae +~L· d-e 2:"" 

D d ¢ ( 2-_) -_ .f 71 o I< Te 4 d ~ 
where DA is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient as 

1'-. -:= .D~ ~ VA c.- /fAe.. and the contribution of elect-

rons to heat propagation by conductivity and diffusion 

is A-L· d_cp(c) >- d le s D-e. no J< Je --/ l<tZ- /A/d_ He -- 2- d~· of_Z 
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The total heat flux will contain other terms such as 

that due to ions and neutral particles but as has been 

shown here the-contribution of ions can be negl.ected. 

Hence the total heat flux can be written as sum-

ing cylindrical sym~etry where Z can be replaced by 
I 

the radial variable as 

;,_.-- dT _5 no K T.e 
)At" 

D-e_ 
d ¢(~) 

H ke_ ~~ 
a'Y'-

d-r 2-
d-7; 

--I<~ ----c:;(_Y' 

At this stage let us assume the Ellenbaas Heller heat 

balance equation as the model which can be written as 

an equation expressing the'> balance of the three terms, 

namely 

1 • heat transfer by Joule effect 

2. heat transfer by thermal conduction and other 

process if any 

3. heat transfer by radiation 

It is however, known that radiation effect specially in 

case of gaseous discharge plasma is .. small and it is a 

few percent of the total loss and we shall neglect· this 

heat los~ for the present9 

Hence we can write in the case of present 

investigation if 'J' is the discharge current density 



, I 

'-·-....;..--~' 

+J-' 

/~ 

and f the specific resistance 

ciT-n JTe K(J +Ho Il( Ke cp (~J + d--r dY' --

where Hn is the loss of heat due to ambipolar diffu-

sion and 

At· d ¢(~) 
5 :De. 

(-/ D flo /C Te_ dey>. 2 /A.-JL 

and cj (r) ~ {2·i;D S ;) 
·If Tno -and r6) 

denote the temperature at the 

axis and at the Wall and Teo and y;cJ the corres-

ponding electron temperature and if the longitudinal 

electric field of the plasma is assumed to be uniform 

throughout the cross section of the plasma the quantity 

Te becomes a constant parameter within it. This is true 

since the electron temperature T
9 

in the constant 

collision approximation is related to neutral particles 

temperature - ~ and the applied electric field as 

shown by Persson (1961) 

+ !VJ 
3K 
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where M and m are the mass of neutral gas particle 

and electron respectively and K is the Boltzmann cons

tant. Thus it can be assumed that 

and we get 

or 

H e + fin + /-/ D 

The value of ( 7:r,o - 7;w) has been cal. cul.ated from 

an analytical expression given by Mewe (1970) 

where I is the discharge current in amperes J < Ue_/ 
the mean energy of the electrons expressed in electron 

volts, E/P is in volt meter~ 1 torr- 1 and P is~ in 

torr. For the gases considered here ( 7:;... 0 - h,cv ) 

varies between 5° to 3.5°Ke 



/ 

Assuming cj {-,) ~ Jo (2 · 4o5 f) we can :find /--f. e_ and Hn 

and hence TID and the results for air,hydrogen,oxygen and nitrogen 

are entered in rrable belo1v. 

Table ( 3. 3) 

J E J2 p He Hn 
' current VOlt/ 1 caJ.ories ~ 

' t caJ.ories, calories' d ensi tj.f em 
X 103 v 1 

+--- 2.4978 7 6.0583· .000382 
' 

4.9956 13.5 17.2953 .000535 

7.4934 20 36.3313 .000572 

9.9913 22 59.5976 .000621 

3.9609 57e5 12.B954 .000182 

~~ 7.9618 112.5 35.3534 .000265 

11.9427 160.0 61.6307 .000378 

\ 

>~ 

Air -
.000270 

.000270 

.000270 

.000270 

Nitrogen 

.000284 

.000284 

.000284 

Hn 

calories 

6.0576 
' r,; \ 

17-.2945 

36.3305 

59.5967 

12.8949 

35.35.29 

61.6300 

I 
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Q(a_ 

cm 2x10+ 16 

15.2 

5.32 

2.53 

1.55 

1 .17 

0.43 

0.25 

Table con td •••••• 
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Table 3.3 (Contd •••• ) 

! ' 

3.9809 - 75 12.8954 

7.9618 105 36.2979 

11.9427 155 80.7718 

3.9809. 65.0 14.1426 

7.9618 102.5 29.6292 

11.9427 160.0 55.9968 

165, 

.000176 .000285 12.8949 1.04 

.000250 .000285 36.2974 0.37 
' 

.00025) .000285 80.7713 0.17 

Hydrogen 

.000107 .00198 14.1405 1.69 

.000204 .00198 29.6207 Oe81 

.000244 .00198 55.9946 0 .. 4) 
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From the results it is evident that in case of all the 

gases the heat lost by conduction by electrons and neu

tral· atoms is insignificant in comparison to that 

carried on by diffusion. 

Major portion of heat loss is thus due to 

ambipolar diffusion which was also previously observed 

in case of mercury arc by Ghosal et al {1979). 

Further 

s- A~-, 
De 

d !J(y-) 
Hn no k Te. 

2 /'-{e d~· 

j/Ae e 
as 

De K.Te 

5 'Ylo I< 2 
Te_"). ;U~- d cp(y) 

Hn 2 -€_ d y>· 

5 'flo 
I< 2 Te_ L d ~(r] 

= L !VI cS7o... d -r· 

5" }( 2 Te_ J_ IJL' cJ_ :tt~) = 71() 
2. 

IV/ rSi a._ dry' 
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as Cfio.. the collision cross section for ions 
' 

<fv~ 
I eun_J ~· ( 3 :rc)'k 

"ho ~L· 

where Ti is the ion temperature 

5 _K.3/2- Te_ L dis(~) 

2 .f; 1(
4 

( IVJ7j f'- o{-,o 

from which expression the collision cross seo-

tion_ for ions can: be calculated~ It is known from mea

surements of ion and electron temperature (Brown 1959) 

that in case of glow discharge in molecular gases the 

ion temperature is of the same order as the gas tempe

rature and hence Ti has been taken to be equal to gas 

temperature in the calculation of from the 

above expression. 

From T a bl e ( 3 • 3 ) - - / it is evident that 

the contribution to the heat propagation in the positive 

column of glow discharge due to heat conductivity of 

electrons and neutral atoms is extremely small and the 

major portion of heat is propagated due to diffusion 

of electrons. Similar results have been obtained pre-

viously in the positive column of a mercury arc Ghosal 

et aJ. ( 1979). 
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The present investigation further provided us 

with a method for calcUlating the ion atom collision 

cross section. The results are plotted in Figs. (3.t, 

168 

3.3'~ 3/~, and 3.5':) for air, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. 

The results are consistent with the data reported ear

lier by Muschilitz_and Simons (1952) and Muschlitz 

et al (1956). The ion atom collision cross section 

is a function of the mean free path of ions and as in 

·the case of electrons the mean~ free path is a function 

of the energy of ions which is dependent upon the vol

tage of discharge. 

Appenctix - 1 

Evaluation of the integrals 

Formula used 
t?C 

---- 2(K-tj j~-7\-
13 2K-t-! 

2 I<+ I 

( i) Since is even function of 

is the odd function of velocity 

The integral 

+~ 

( (, (_j_ Tn L9 2) 
} "'Ylo 2 

vanishes 
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written as 

\ 

)---~ 



~--

= const 

= const 

{3 

5 

1 

3/L. 
7\ I + -

13 7/2- 4 

1 io 

1\ 3j~_ 
3 71 3/:~-J + -!.; B 7/1-/3:; 7 /J--

Similarly the second part of equation can be obtained 

5 
2-
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and the third part- of tb . . . · e equat~on 

can be obtained from 

+oO 

-c::>O 

e :De_ -- Dt-~ I d cp (z) 

$7n£_ 7ne ;u~ +;AL' cp (2-) c/_r-

-I- c:;>tD 

~ jjf~o ( _j_ tal u ~) a fe 0 d \J->t d "3 dlflJ 
2 - ()l9 2-

- o2:> 

-+cO 

Co"'s~ JJJ tJ L tJ-2 2 e- B v ~ L9 "-- of_~ dl9 ~ ' 

>---
/ 
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Fig. (3 ... 1 ) Variation of current in Hydrogen 
plasma against applied external 

voltage. 
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Fig. ( 3· 2- ) Variation of ion atom collision 

cross section in air. 
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Fig. ( 3• 3 . ) Variation of ion atom col],ision 

cross section in Oxygen.· 
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The electronic thermal conductivity of ionised gases such as air, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and oxygen has been measured for discharge currents varying from 2 
rnA to 8 rnA. The problem of heat flow processes in the positive column of 
the glow discharge has been investigated utilizing the first order perturbation 
technique to Boltzmann Transport equation incorporting the radial distribution 
of charged particles which js assumed to be Bessalian. The loss is due to 
heat conductivity of electrons, ions and neutral particles and also due to 
ambipolar diffusion of electrons. The experimental results enable us to 
calculate separately the contribution by different processes and it is observed 
that the major part of the heat loss is due to diffusion. Further from the 
experimental results it has been possible to calculate a1a , the ion atom colli
sion cross section. 

Keywords : Glow Discharge; Thermal Conductivity; Ambipolar Diffusion 

INTRODUCTION 

THERE have been a large amount of theoretical work regarding the kinetic properties 
of partially and fully ionised gases and from these generalised theories it has been 
possible to deduce expressions for 'the thermal conductivity of an ionised gas. The 
direct experimental determination of thermal conductivity of an ionised gas has beerr 
little reported so far. The standard method of determining the thermal conductivity 
of a gas is not applicable in case of an ionised gas as the presence of the central 
conducting wire perturbs the state of the plasma and vitiates the results to a large 
extent. A": elegant experiment has however, been done by Goldstein and Sekiguchi 
(1958) i~:~hich a microwave technique has been utilized to determine the thermal 
conductivity of a decaying glow discharge where the plasma constituents were also . \ 

in thermal equilibrium. A detailed experimental investigation for ·determining the 
different processes of heat flow in the positive column of a low pressure mercury arc 
.bas been recently performed by Ghosal, et a!. (1979) and it has been observed that 

· the major part of the heat loss is due to diffusion and the loss due to conduction by 
electrons, ions and neutral particles is compartively small. To see whether similar 
proces~es of heat flow are maintained when we cross over from arc to glow transi
tion, it will be of interest to find the contribution of electrons to total heat 
conductivity of a low pressure glow discharge. To study the mechanism of heat 
loss in a plasma it is assumed that Elenbaas-Heller heat balance equation (Elenbaas, 
1951) holds good with the inclusion of a radiation term. Hence utilizing this 
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equation experimental results will be analysed and the dominant process responsible 
for heat flow can be identified. In the following section an indirect method of 
measuring the thermal conductivity of an ionised gas is presented and from the 
analysis of the results it is expected to find the processes responsible for the propaga
tion of heat in· a plasma. 

THEORY OF MEASUREMENT 

In case of a partially ionised gas, it can readily be shown that the d.c. conductivity 
is given by 

a= 

where n is the electron density, m the mass of the electron and "• is the collision 
· Vr frequency of the electrons with neutral atoms and molecules; as vc = .\e where Vr 

is the random velocity and .\. the mean free path of the electron 

a= ... (1) 

Further also for a partially ionised gas it can be shown that if K.. is the thermal 
conductivity of the ionised gas taking the contribution of electrons only 

K.. = nvr.\ek 
2 

... (2) 

where vr is the random velocity and .\. the mean free path of the electron in the gas 
· K is the Boltzman constant. Hence from eqns. (1) and (2) we get 

2 
Ke mvr K 
-a---=2·~ 

If T~ is the electron temperature 

l mv; =! KT. 

then 

K. = t(K)2 
aTe e 

'· 

a relation identical with Weidamann and Franz law which is known to be valid in 

case of metals. The principle of determination of .K. thus consists in measuring .a 

and then its value can be evaluated from eqn. (3). 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The block diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The 
discharge tub~ is provided with four electrodes A, B, C and D of which the elec~rodes 

· ...... ,. 
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FIG. 2. Variation of current in hydrogen plasma against applied external voltage. 
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/'A and B connected to a' source of high voltage are used to excite the discharge, the 
' pressure of the gas under investiga!ion is measured with an accurately calibrated 

pirani gauge. An external variable voltage from a stabilized power supply is applied 
to the electrodes C and D. The plasma within the electrodes C and D acts as a 
conducting medium and with the plasma on, the current is measured in the microam
meter -:M for different values of the applied voltages; a representative curve is shown 
in Fig. 2 for hydrogen and the nature of the curve is the same for all the gases inves
tigated. From the linear portion of the curve the resistance and hence the con
ductivity of the plasma bas been calculated. The electron temperature of the gases 
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has been measured previously by Sadhya eta/. (1979) for all the gases under identical 
conditions, using Langmuir probe method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The method that has been adopted here for the measurement of d.c. conductivity of 
the plasma is the standard method of measurement used in Magnetohydrodynamics . 
of plotting the current against the applied voltage. It is observed in all cases that 
except for a small region of applied voltage the curve is a straight line indicating the 
validity of ohm's law. A single representative curve is shown in Fig. 2. The 
experiment bas been carried out in air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen for discharge 
current ·varying from 2 rnA to 8 rnA in case of air and from 2 rnA to 6 rnA in 
case of other gases. The measured values of the d. c. conductivity is shown in the 
fourth column in Table I. 

Discharge 
current rnA 

2 
4 
6 
8 

Specific 
resistance p 

Ohms. em. 

0.971 X 106 

0.693 X 106 

0.647 X 106 

0.597 X 106 

TABLE I 

Air P=0.6 torr, Te = 3870 ox 

Conductivity cr 
mhos/em 

1.029 X lQ-G 

1.443 x w-• 
1.545 X 10-6 

1.675 x lo-• 

x. 
Cal. cm-1 sec-1 oK-1 

1.0603 x w-• 
1.4869 X 10-4 

1.5921 x w-• 
1. 7260 X 10-4 . 

Kn = 5.4 x 10 5 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 oK-1 where Kn'is'the thermal condutivity of air. 

Measurement of electron temperature in case of molecular gases such as air, 
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen has been carried out in this laboratory by a number 
of standard diagonistic methods such as radio frequency probe m~thod (Sen & 
Ghosh, 1966), single probe method (Sadhya, eta!., 1979) and spectroscop~(: method 
(Sadhya & Sen, 1980a; 1980b ). The values of electron temperature for air, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and oxygen have been obtained from these measurements for the parti6ular 
value of (E/ P) after taking into account the cathode and anode fall. Further, in a 
recent communication it has been shown by Sen and Ghosh (1981) that electron., 
temperature practically remains constant for a wide range of discharge current. · 
The results are quite consistent with the value given by von-Engel (1964). 

The results for nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen have beeh entered in Table II. 

In case of an ionised gas if we make the general assumption that heat is con
ducted by electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules then leaving aside the 

contribution made by the neutral atoms and molecules we note that if K. and Ki are 
the contributions of electrons and ions then 
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. TABLE II 

Nitrogen P ~ 0.3 torr, T 8 = 1548°K 

') 
Current p a K. Kn 
inmA ohms. em mho/em Cal. cm-1 sec-• Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8137 x to+• 1.229 X 10-6 5.0656 x to-s 
4 o.s577 x to+• 1.7931 X IQ-6 7.3908 x to-• 5.6 X lQ-5 

6 0.4382 x to+• 3.2821 x to-• 9.4064 x to-s 

Oxygen P = 0.3 torr, T 8 = 1560°K 

Current p a 'K. Kn 
inmA ohms. em mho(cm Cal. cm-1 sec-1 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8137 x to+• 1.229 x to-• 4:9086 X I0-4 

4 o.5726 x to+• 1.7464 X JQ-• 6.9750 X 10-4 5.7 X 10-s 
6 0.5663 x to+• 1.7658 X 10-s 7.0526 X 10-4 

Hydrogen P = 0.3 torr T 8 = 1000°K 

Current p ·a K.. Kn 
inmA ohms/em mho/em K Cal. cm-1 sec-1 Cal. cm-1 sec-1 

degree-1 oc degree-1 oc 

2 o.8924 x to+• 1.1206 X 10-6 2.983 X 10-5 

4 0.4674 x to+• 2.1395 x to-· 5.6968. x to-s 39.6 X 10-,-5 

6 0.3926 x .to+• 2.5741 X 10-6 2.782t X 10-5 

K. = n.v •• >..k/2. 

fG = n;VriAtk/2. 

So that 

.. - assuming 

n. = n;, 

Since >.; = - 1
- and >.. = where ne and n;, are th~ electron and ion 

. · n;Q;a n.Q.a . 
· density and Qea and Q•a are the respective collision cross sections and as ne = no 
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and collision cross sections are of the same order of magnitude it can be assumed 
that >., =:::::! "-• or in terms of electron and ion temperatures 

Hence 

K.. )) 1. 
](, 

and hence the contribution of electrons will be much greater than that of ions and 
the ionic contribution to heat conductivity can be neglected. Since the gas is 
partially ionised degree of ionization is low and density of neutral molecules will be 
large compared to electron and ion density. Hence neutral molecules contribute to 
heat conductivity. The ions due to their low density will contribute much less than 
that by neutrals, but electrons due to their high temperature will make significant 
contribution. Thus in general it can be concluded that in a partially ionised plasma 
the loss of heat by conduction can be attributed, to electrons and neutral atoms 
only. It is however, well known that radial charge particle distribution in a gaseous 
discharge is not uniform which causes the phenomena of ambipolar diffusion. 
Hence heat can be lost from the plasma by the process of diffusion as well. 

Now considering one dimensional (Z) case and assuming that charged particles 
are undergoing ambipolar diffusion in the Z-direction of the plasma, the steady state 
perturbed distribution function /.1 may be given by the relation 

v. (Jj.o (Z, l'O!VI/Vz) + eE • . of•o = - Vm•f.t· 
oZ m, ov. . · ... (4) 

where /.0 and Vm• are the equilibrium distribution function and electron atom collision 
frequency respectively and E~ is the field produced in the radial direction, due to diffu
sion of charged particles. For the present case, equilibrium distribution function 
(Maxwellian) is given by 

( 
m. )3/2 ( m.2 ) 

f.o(Z, Vo:VI/Vz) = q>(z) z,.KT. exp - 2KT. · .... (5) 

Assuming Bessalian radial distribution in a glow discharge after Schottky model 

The field Ec which arrests the tendency of having unequal diffusion speeds for 
electrons and ions can be obtained as 

E.= __ 1_ D.- D, dq>(z) 
q>(z) f'e + f'i dz 

... (7) 

assuming (n. = n;) where D. , J-J• , D, and f'i are the diffusion coefficients and 
mobilities of electrons and ions respectively. 

' ' 
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The total distribution function j. = /eo + /e1 for electrons undergoing diffusion 
may thus be obtained from eqns. (4), (5) and (7). Thus one finds the electronic 
contribution to heat flux by using the relation 

co 
H.= Iff n0 (l m.v2

) vzf.dv .. dv11dv •. 
-co 

which is obtained as 

or 

. where 

+ _~;_ K'T' D. - D, drp(z) 
z no .1. •f'• + . dZ • 

f'• fh 

K
- _ _~;_ n0rp(z)K2 

'7' 

e- 2 • .1. ~· 
meVme 

If we assume that rp(z) = 1 i.e. there is no variation of radial electron density or the 
plasma is redially uniform 

K. =f. nk2>. •. 
meVr . 

where n = n0 and vm. = ~: where Vr is the random velocity and >.. the mean free 

path of the electron and as 

t mv; =! KT. 

/~' Ke = nvr>.eK/1.2. 

which differs from the value of K. eqn. (2) only in a numerical factor and hence K. 
d.n be identified as the electronic thermal conductivity. 

Further 

5 
drp(z) 5 De - Dt dcp(z) 

- 2 . D. dZ n0KT. + 2 n0KT•f'• f'• + fi.• dZ 

5 [ D. - Dt] dcp(z) 
- 2 n0 KTe De - f'• fL• + fLi -cfZ' 

5 
drp(z) 

=- 2 n0KT,DA (Jz· 
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where DA is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient 

as 

the contribution of electrons to heat propagation by conductivity and diffusion is 

H _ K dT. Ji KT. p.i D dcp(z) e - - e- - 2 no e - e --
dz p.e dZ 

The total heat flux will contain ·other terms such as that due to ions and neutral 
particles but as has been shown here the contribution of ions can be neglected. 

Hence the total heat flux can be written assuming cylindrical symmetry where Z 
can be replaced by the radial variable r as 

H =- Ke dT - f n
0
KT. p.; D. dcp(r) - Kn dT,.. 

dr p.s dr dr 

As this stage let us assume the Ellen baas Heller heat balance equation and the model 
· as it has been treated rests upon as an equation expressing the balance of the three 

terms; namely, 

(1) heat generation by Joule effect, 
(2) heat transfer by thermal conduction and other processes if any, 
(3) heat transfer by radiation. 

It is however, known that radiation effect specially in case of gaseous discharge 
plasma is small and it is a few percent of the total loss and we shall neglect this heat 
loss for the present. 

Hence we can write in .the case of present investigation if J is the discharge 
current density and p the specific resistance 

J 2 - ( ) dTe . dTn 
p = Keep r -d + Kn -d + HD r r 

where HD is the loss of heat due to ambipolar diffusion and 

5 p.; dcp(r) 
HD = 2·11oKTe -D. -d • 

p.e r '· 
and 

cp(r) = 10 ( 2.405 ; ). 

Jf Tno and Tnw denote the temperature at the axis and at the wall and T •• and Tew 
the corresponding electron temperature and if the longitudinal electric field of the 
plasma is assumed to be uniform throughout the cross section of the plasma the 
quantity T. becomes a constant parameter within it. This is true since the electron 
temperature Te in the constant collision approximation is related to neutral particles 
temperature Tn and the applied electric field as shown by Persson (1961) 

t 

-·+-. 

\ 
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Te = Tn + fi(:mr 
where M and m are the masses of neutral gas particle and electron respectively and 
K is the Boltzmann constant. Thus it can be assumed that 

Teo- Tno = Tew- Tnw 

and we get 
- (Tno- Tnw) 

J 2p = [Ke cp(r) + Kn] R + HD = He + Hn + HD 

The value of (Tno - Tnw) has been calculated from an analytical expression given 
by Mewe (1970) 

Tno - Tnw = 9.3 X 103 J.P. ( Ue) ( ~ r1 

where I is the discharge current in amperes ( U) the mean energy of the electrons 
expressed in electron volts, E/P is in volt meter-1 torr1 and P 1s in torr. For the 
gases considered here (Tno - T ..... ) varies between so to 3.5°K. 

Assuming cp(y) = Jo ( 2.4051) we can find !fe and H,. and hence HD and the 

results for air, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen are entered in Table III; from the 

J E 
Current volts/em 
density x 103 

2.4978 7 
4~9956 13.5 
7.4934 20 
9.9913 22 

3.9S09 
7.9618 

il.9427 . 

3.9809 
7.9618 

11.9427 

3.9809 
7.9618 

11.9427 

57.5 
112.5 
160.0 

75 
'105 
155 

65.0 
102.5 
160.0 

J2P 
Calories 

6.0583 
17.2953 
36.3313 
59.5976 

12.8954 
35.3534 
61.6307 

12.8954 
36.2979 
80.7718 

TABLE III 

Air 

He 
Calories 

.000382 
.000535 
.000572 
.000621 

Nitrogen' 

.000182 
.000265 
.000378 

Oxygen 

.000176 

.000250 

.000253 

Hydrogen 

14.1426 
29.6292 
55:9968: 

. 000107 
.000204 
.000244· 

H,. 
Calories 

.000270 
.000270 
.000270 
.000270 

Hp: 

Calories 

6.0576 
17.2945 
36.3305 
59.5967 

.000284 12.8949 

.000284 35.3529 

.000284 ~1.6300 

.000285 . 12.8949 

.000285 36.2974 

.000285 80.7713 

.00198 . 
.00198 
.00198 

14:1405 
29.6270 
55.9946 

15.2 
5.32 
2.53 
1.55 

1.17 
.43 
.25 

1.04 
.37 
.17 

1.69 
.81 
.43 
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results it is evident that in case of ail the gases the heat Iost by conduction by 
electrons and neutral atoms is insignificant in comparison to that carried on by 
diffusion; . Major portion of heat loss is thus due to am bipolar diffusion which was 
also previously observed in case of mercury arc by Ghosal et al. (1979). 

as 

Further 

15 

N::£ 10 
0 

5 

5 p.; dcp(r) 
Hv = 2· n0 KT. -.D.~-

P.• <t/" 

P.• e 
De = KT. 

Hv = .§.. n K2TZ fJ.i dcp(r) 
2 0 

• e dr 

K 2 T'; >.; dcp(r) 
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!"'to. 3. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
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Fm. 4. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
section in nitrogen. 
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as a;a the collision cross section for ions 

1 (3KT1)
1

/
2 

O'ia = noA( and Vr; = --x.r-
where T; is the ion temperature 
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Fro. 6. Variation of ion atom collision cross 
· section in hydrogen. 

. / 
A'rom which expression a;a the collision cross section for ions can be calculated. 
It is known from measurements of ion and electron temperature (Brown, 1959) that 
in case of glow discharge in molecular gases the ion temperature is of the same order 
as the gas temperature and. hence T.· has been taken to be equal to gas temperature 
in the calculation of a; a from the above expression. 

From Table III, it is evident that the contribution to the heat propagation in 
the positive column of glow discharge due to heat conductivity of electrons and 
neutral atoms is extremely small and the major portion of heat is propagated due to 
diffusion of electrons. Similar results have been obtained previously in the positive 
column of a mercury arc (Ghosal eta!., 1979). 
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The present investigation further provides us with a method for calculating the 
ion atom collision cross ~ection. The results are plotted in Figs. (3, 4, 5 and 6) for 
air, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. The results are consistent with the data 
reported earlier by Muschlitz and Simons (1952) and Muschlitz, eta!. (1956). The 
ion ~tom collision cross section is a function of the mean free path of the ions and 
as in the case of electrons the mean free path is a function of the energy of the ions 
whi<;:h is dependent upon the voltage of the discharge. 
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